Where Does One Begin?
As a kid of 5 or so, I know like so many others, my passion was to
play and having fun. It did not matter what it was as everything was
just plain fun. I know I felt so alive every single day. I think the
worst thought I had was, Are there going to be vegetables with
supper.
Now here I sit one half century passed that 5 year old kid and it
took some time to speak about this month’s theme of “What makes
you feel alive”. I really did place a lot of thought into this and what
comes to my mind immediately is “I wake up every single day on
this side of the grass”. How much more alive is there? *LOL*
Note to self here, time for a bit of seriousness, if I can just stay focused for a couple of
minutes.
I actually found this a very difficult task for me as it was hard to breakdown levels of
passion I have for things that I do. The list can be endless for me given that when I do
something, I try to play full out on that particular passion. In doing so,

I am alive in that moment and that is
what feels good to me.
There are so many things that literally turn my crank. All jokes aside, life does it for me.
Not just my life, The life of animals, plants, trees, flowers, and the endless amount of life
out there from cellular life to mammoth animals. Music of all kinds, well maybe not so
much rap but some is okay. Live music as in concerts A big WOW here.. The use of a
whole range of healing processes that I can pass along to others, send chills up and
down me. Placing my experiences out to our faithful readers and getting an email back
stating they took away something from one of my articles.
How about being surrounded by nature on that incredible hike? Here’s a good one,
sitting by that roaring campfire on a lake or river watching the sun go down. Reading the
latest guru book on personal development and grabbing those few tid bits out of it. That
savory glass of any good red wine. Maybe even more than a glass if I like it as lot. *L*
Knowledge; I love personal coaching from others so that I can be a better being on our
planet. I simply get real pleasure from seeing well done comedy. A couple of TV shows
just blow me away. Cooking that mouth watering meal and stuffing it full of love while
creating the masterpiece. Designing websites, playing with creative art, a cup of Tim
Horton’s coffee, a beautiful relationship with another. Feeling the energies of other
people around me and sometimes seeing their aura’s sends the alive bug deep into me.

Speaking to people about whatever and seeing some light bulbs going on. That one
really impresses me a lot. Flee markets, garage sales, strolling the streets of the big city
seeking out those authentic heart felt pieces of whatever.
My list of things that make me feel alive are constantly evolving as does life around me
daily.

Heck tomorrow, I could feel alive
breaking into a song.
Not that anyone would desire to hear my off key tones but who cares. If it makes me feel
alive, why would I not wish to pursue it in that moment.
For those of you that have made it this far down my feeling alive article, firstly I applaud
you. So, as a bonus to those that have made it here , I finally came up with two things
that make me come alive in my life.
Drum roll please!
The first is my ability to inspire others to (fill in the blank here) so that they feel better
about themselves.
The second is The Magic Happens Magazine: Humanity, Thriving Out Loud. This
magazine has does so much for me personally, there is no way that I do not literally
come alive when a new issue is in the works.
I am that 5 year old kid who happens to be 55, but there is nothing that makes me feel
more alive than when I am playing and having fun. Life is my playground and holy cow,
is it ever ALIVE.
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